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. mea·surable-c·omplex valued function is introduced" . ·Upon 
satisfying cer-tain properties, it is called a function 
- ' ~ • f1 
· ·norm •.. Consid.~rat-ion ·of the space of functions,; for which · 
~·--'-
'""" .. ·: ·~ -
I> 
p (f) < 00 lead.s to; a: normed linear function space LP;, 
.. . ,Y 




'"';,"¢ie, ·f.unction norm p. 1 , called the associate norm, is derived· 
" . from P (f) by the definition, 
P • ( f) = sup J I f g I dµ 
• 
.. 
·Similarly, - this gives rise .to an associate space •... General --- ... 
. ; -~·-
.. 
' .... ; ·-·' 
properties of these' spaces are. discussed;. also the fact· 
that the associate space .is isometric to a subset of the 
Banach dual space of LP is· noted. 1 
. Two examples of function norms are examined in detail. 
,;. . ' 
I --,_,_v. ,; 
,1 ~, 
. ~-· ... The· norm -of G. G. Gould given. by, 
p (f) - sup IE I f I ' .. ,. 
, - ---
and the norm: of B. I. tO~nblyum, 
.. _. Lev_in defined by, 
' . . • fl 
·,·. 
> ~ 11/l •• 
·' ( .... 
-l p (f) = sup h . 
dµ 
~. 
:,·Lp is ~ Banach space ·in. both cases. 





' .~ . '• .. ~ . ' . ... ' 
- -
µ (E). = l 
' 
, ' 
. G. Krein, and B. Ya 
0 .< h. <. l' • 
\ .. \ -
' .. 
I ~ •. 
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general 1heory of 
l, 
J.S given and certain results 'here applied to the e_xamp le s_ •. 
A . . m~Jor 0 is lvhich 
ficient conditions for which a 
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· INTRODUCTION , __ ·, .,· __  
I I •' ,,: . - •.• ' • I -' 
..... •, 
I,·-·-· , ,, 
.• 
' -_ al' •.• ,.1 
. . ~ -... . ' ..... . 
. ' 
. · .. , .. , 
•. {-.._"":_:_· 
~J'.tlJ r 
· The foll·owing paper is an introduction· to11 the theory·· 
.. - .... . ·~: .• 
• ' \. • . ' • ' • ~,1,. • ~ ' • • • • 
,• ·. ·. ·~~:.f' normed funeticn-w. ~pa.cesS) with special attention given t:o 
' ~ 
.. , ..... ,.----· ..,.,_. \ 
_.;;-
two specific e_xamp~~s-i~v~stigated by w.-A. J.··Luxemberg· 
·' 
. and A. · c. Zaanen [ 9 l' n,amely. The 0author has· attempted to 
-- J 
' ;1,' . make the .. subject a.s- .consistent as possible, since there· 
.- ,..,. . 
· ex-ists some diversity in the definitions of identical 
I 
" 
, .. ' •' 
entities. We have assumed only a knowledge of elementary 
0 
. · measure theory as found in R9yden • s Re?l Analysis [ 12]. 
Eve~ything sta-.ted has been proved·· with tne exception of 
. I 
.. .,, 
: ~' . ; ._ 
. ' 
. - r: ... 
·--···- ., ····;····-··" ,.:...: ... ;_,-..,-~·": _J.-:--- .. ·.---: _;., ··-.-:·::-:- ,- .... ~-
two theorems-whose proof.would considerably lengthen ~he 
paper an,d require a back~round that we ·nave not assumed . 
or developed in this paper. 
: ' . \ 
. ·,.tit·· ' ! ·. j ,.: . 
_.JI. ... 
J:: 
~- . ~ . ( ~ ,. 
~.. ·. . 
, i .. . ·. ~ '' . '•, 
•\ The general approac·h' µ_s~d was to begin with an intro-. -
·-··v 
' -
. . . -
~ 
· _--duction to .norm.cad function spaces by employing fur.ict.!on 
. . - ____ ,, _________ ,_...__.. __ .. 
.. ,!. ,~," . '{' • ~ 
• 
norms.. ~ Some of their ,s~ne~al. properties are discussed 
'1~=V" 
·~ ... _ .... 
• I 









. . ·- ~ 
:£bese examples are further examined. for th~ir individual 
' 
pecuiiaritieso N~xt an abstract foundation· i~ <developed .. 
-using the the@rc.y @f Riesz spaces, and some· gsneral results-
here applied ~o the examples. Actually, the histo1:ic~l . ·-. ·· 
development ·began with special cases which· were later 
.. 
generalized. ~ ' - ' . 
. . I 
·'Banach spaces Whose elements consist of measurable .. 
' . 
functions f (x) on a point set are qul 1:e rec:;~n~,. The ; .... _ ' 
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I 
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... ,·, ..-_··:· • . _ .. r 
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. 
... , .... 
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' ......... :_ 
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. I ... -·_, ·t . . 
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·, .· ·' , 
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' -.- . • . ,· ... 't--
. . ' 
'.' 
' ,.~ 
. •, - .. ,, --·· 
,. . : : --~' 
.· I, - '. 
, .. '. 
_ .. _:,,.,,· .. · 
' ,,1 . 
' . . : . 
- . . ; 
earliest. work· -iri' the early· 1950• s_ originate4 in'.· papers. _ '' ·---.~ ' ' . -- ~-..,.~ ... ·• . . · .. .1-
.. ';,• . \ 
•-·· -- - , 
:.-;'_'' ~ by Go Go Lorentz.· [5]: and 1 0 · Ha.lperin · [21 0 . Lorentz intro~ 
· .. duced ~10 new fun~ti@n spa<e®$ 'tYhich he named l\.( a) and··; · ·- . . ·,.. '~ .. 
. :,. 
M(a). 
. I \ i, ·, 
In boths,. th~.- functions-we~e integrable _@v®r I0,11 •. 
' ••• ·::. ~- . ..!"!'\,.,,. . -- -
. ~ . ' . 
~ 
·;- _· , Each -s·pace was . charac.terized by having a· ,finite . norm which 
i • - . 
) 
I .,~ • 
· was peculiar. to. the space. · ~n. th~· EJpace M(a), this no~ -·, .. ·, · .. · · 
. . . ... ~ · .. 
I ) 
. ., ~ ; 
. . . ·. 
. . 
. . ' . 
'. ' • . -1 ..... was defined ~y ·-- . ____ · ___ -·---- __ ,_ ___ .... 
,_,'-- ,. 
,----
- ; . 




lltil ,=·sup'. ,µ(E)·a. f lf(x)ldx··· 
. E· E 
··-
~,~ 
'' .·._. _·· ; _· ·_.'. .. ":-' 
'"_,r ·• 
··. - . ""''~-~-
, .' . ,/ . 
where the supremum was t;aken over all measura·ble sub$ets 
of ro,11. ri-.r<>t -·····•-h•• ...,.;,_ 
, , I_ 
. The space A(a)•s-norm was 
........ ;- '··. :-
·ci ... •·· ...... '/. · ... " 
' {' ·, ,, - _ . .., - ~- ··---·· - ........ ~.< ·: -· 
. ' 
-· 
- , .. , ,. . ~. ' -~ . 
·, 
~ •. _,- 'ii \ . ' ' ! • • , -~ ' '; 
. :-
-......-"' ... ~ 
' :..,,-··- .· ._ .. ~ 




' . ,,. 
..... -:-:: ,.-.... -. 
-~-......... -
where f*(x) is a non-decreasing rearrangement .. of f(x). -
LOrentz, in a later paper (61, generaiized thfS'-to : ·"~---_:_ ____ -_ -~-~----· _ -~·-·-
. . I 
. _. 11 t ·II = [f:. ~Cx). t*<x> P dx} t/p • 
' He· showed· that these spaces were Banach spaces,· ·1n the 
latter case depending on t~e choice of ~.(x). 
Ha~lperin · di-scussed the 21paces ~ given· by a n'?rm,: 
( . .' 
. . 
f Uf 11= S:P {Tit(x) Ip Wa(x) dµ) l/p 
\ 




Banach function spaces are a class of normed function 
' . 
... -· . 
. , 
C." • '. . 
, · spaces, mainly. those which are complete 'in· t~e me;ric ·. 
' "-. . • .... ..:lj~. r·.- •, :c~ .. ' .. 
--· . :;~' p-~.;i~ 
I_,,· •. i. 
. ... i 
' 
. ~· . 
- •.; 
-. .'. 
• • • • ft 
·~ - . . . 
....... .-
-~.-- , .. J 
~ ,' ·' ;~· ' . ,; '. 
.. ·' ... · ',,.· 
.. ··:,._:-::.· : · ... ·'.·~- -
' ... · ' . ': 
. - 'I • . . 
. • '{ (', I , : I ...... :, •. · • ., • 
·- ' 
. . ,· ,. . ... . 
''. '',':·. 
' p ' • • • •• '., ·--~~·\ • •• f, 
• · ... '·.· .f _· •. ·• •• 
. _- .. , . . . ·-· .,: 
.. ,; :~· ': '._ ·:. 
' ' ' ' .'." ,; . '· 
·1 • :. 
-~ .· ; . . . . 
• ':~: : • I•. ·.·\ /•• :'.:·.• ....... : • J.;;: .. 
' t· . ' ' - ~. ', 
: . :· -~ .• 
' _,.< •• ;·._, 
'· . 
'·-
. - ' ~ ,' ~ 
1 • ... •• • '. ,, 
' . 
. ,-- .r·r:, 
• • \. I 
. . .·· ; ..... 
. . . . . : 
0 
. 
• ... • • t ~:· 
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• - deriyed __ froin. the norm·... 'B-oth our examples turn out. to be 
.. - .. ,. 
, 
,, . 
Banach spaces .. · .. NOrmed .funetiou $p,ae~S are generalizat:ie>ns 
. - . \ . . ·~ ' 
· of the .classical LP $paces ~nd. also. of th.e ~ not so well 
, . \ . \ ,c~ I 
. ' . , I \ 
a , - \\ . , . • known- Orliez space [ 41 • · . ·_ 
1 
An Orlicz space is detived like this: - A. function··. 
\ ) \,, 1 . 
. M[u] is called an N-function if it cari 1be expressed as .. 
· . J 'u I . . - - .. · 
_M(u) = 0 ·· p(t) dt: where p(t) is a posit.ive non=d!ecreasing, 
right continuous function satisfying p(O) = O, p( 00 )-~ 
lim p(t) = co. Define P (u,M) = J M[u(x)] dx where. G is 
+- - . G , -. - . 
. ~co • . 
/ 
-a bounded,- closed set in a finite dimensional Euclidean 
space. 
Now, for a given M, those u(x) for which P (u,M) < ca . 
f·orm a Orlicz class ~(G). . Given two N-functions M(u) 
and N(u) with the proper restrictions (mutually com-
. plimen~ary), we can iorm a space .~ ,consisting of all ' 
... . -
· · u(x) £ ~(G) satisfying JG u(x) v(x) dx < 00 · for al.l 
v(x) £ ~( G) • We can then ... form a norm on ~. 
. ,· 
* " ' -
·~· ·1~_ then. a normed linea:i:- space Called an Orlicz space. 
~' .- .~ . 
The abstract bac.kground of Orlicz space is· 1tne1'V 
I 
, theory_ of ·modulared spaces due to H. Nakano [ LO] , -- and his 
-v . 
-school. . A modular is a functional satisfying certain 
; . 
' ' 
' ·- '. '--. . . ' ' 
•' 
·-'~·-·.· ,, . 
. : ,·. 
.. -·-~--.:- , .... -.. :..:~ .. ·:·: ... -~· - . 
r_ 
!, 
. ) ' 
' ' ' \· . 
' ~ ' 
... 
""'(_. ·-· .-"-···.',.- -- -- ' 





'"-- _ _ requi~ements. A general normed function space need not 
. ..... ' . 
.... : .... ' 
«' I• 
be derived from a m@dulars., so this/ is not the proper 
' 
. ' ~ ... 
' ' 
~- _:._ .. 
. ( ..... · ..,· ' 
. ,/ _· .·. ,'· ·.·.~ . . 
.foundation fo~ a theory of normed. function sp,ces. · -- The .... ·~ 
-. ~ ' 
.. ' 
II \I "" ·. ~ 
' 
'--
• ! . 
.. , 
• ' •• .- • . • \ . < 
• . . r.:. . -;: : . -< .. _ . . 
' . 
... •. 'I 
••. Ir . 
. I. F• ..... _, • ~ ,.· ~~-
. 'I'"' 
. .., . ' .. ·: . .:\· :.·: ·<,:, . ·. ,. f. .• : ; ' 
. . . ... ,,r, . 
I. 
- , . . 
.. < J - ~·- .. , • -~ ,.,· 
, . . . 
. . ' 
' . ' 
\• 
' . 
' • 1 '. ·~, • • L • - I'• 
,• 
' . '' 
. . ( . 
':. ,: -., 
' ' ' ·-~ .~ 
' . . .\ ' 
~. " ' . 
' - • J • • •.· • • • 'l -~ •, . . ..... 
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a:bstract the9ry o.f a.ies~ spaces ·does -fit thii ___ role. how-
. .. ( .. ,. . ' 
. . 
. .. ~ .... . 
; .... ~·r -. 
~/' ·--.• 
I. 
· ·~ver~,,.):·and so a short introduction- to this theory has been 
;, ( ·.·. 
·, ·, I f ! -, : 
.. _ ....... 
•• ,J ? . 
'-1'...__, 
included'~ 
'\ In order that the reader can better understand the" 
I 
·.·_ '.relationship -·of normed function spaces to these other 
fields of study, we have included a diagram taken from 
.The arrows .. point ·t.o a more g·eneral structure.; 
( . 
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· ... ·: We ·wi-J~1- beg-in by first makfng _some ~sswnp1:ions about-
.. , · ~he measure space with which we. will be work-ing., - We de•;· 
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note our spa~e._by·x and a measure_on it by·µ._~,,-;~ will be.--
some nonc:>empty p@i:nt. set, and µ a non=negative m~~-sure 
. - .. - . . . ~-. 
defined o~ _ x. . The measurable subsets @f X will make up 
I 
a family S. We shall assume that the. Carath~odory exten,-
I . • 
·. sion procedure has been applied, so that ·a cannot be 
<f_.. • • 
,further enlarged • 
00 
., 
We will:-~at·so insist tha·t µ be a-finite, i.e. X =U Xn 
n=l 
where µ (Xn) < oo for all n. This is done not so much 
.. 
from nece-ss·ity as for simplificatione Many cf the results_ 
·; ~-
would be true. under weaker hypotheses. We, therefo~e, _ 
.. ,· 
. .. ·., '- ;: . 
·.· ' - J . 
' •..: .- IJ 
.. 
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have as our domain the a~finite measure space (X, · a, µ)~ -_ - ____ ,_ ' --- .... ___ . -,-.·--· ---·· -
-• 
. 
• . !· . 
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.; . ·,·, 
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. . . 1 ··.·. ·. 
.,: ... • ·' 
. . '·- .. - . 
... ,,, :. ' . 
~,_ .. _· 
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.. '11 • 
.' ____ .. :_ -. i- . 
. Next, a few remaJ;l<,s on notation. The characteristic 
. 
. -- function of a,. set ·E CX will. be written xE(x) •.. Integra-
;---·--. 
, 




the set of.· all complex µ -measurable functions, M+ those -----.._. 
. _· that are real and non-negative. similarly R will· be. the --
•. , I •. 
--· . 
extended re~l numbers, R+ the non-negatiye ones. We 
. 
' . 
- define the symbolic_ representations Oe 00 and co.o, by 
-~-
.• ' ~ 
_ _r I • 
O•m = ~·O = O. For brevity we abbreviate almost- everr-
. 
. •~ . 
Finally, 1 the sym?C)ls t and ,I+ mean conver•. ,. · '.. -~--·: where by a.e. 
1 - . 
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·Punction Seminorms··and Norms .. i : ..• 
• h-:-..::·· : .. - --
2.1. Definition., The mapping ·p: · M+ -+ R is said to be a 
. '\ 
. . 
.~ . . 
. ; . . 
,: . ·,- .. ,, 
-. , .. 
' . .'. ,. __ ·~- , 
•... 
. function semino11m if ... p ·_has the following properti~s: 
- l • . . --~·di+i, . 
i. · 0 ~ p(f) ~ 00 for all fe:~ · 
, ii. p(f1+f2) ~ p(f1) + p(f2) for ,all f 1, f2 £~ 
iii. · P (a.f) -= ap·(f) · for all finite c·onstant.s 
a·'~ 0 and fe:~ -1, 
. I ··' 




/ p(f1) ~ p(f2) 
v. f{x) = 0 a.e. implies p(f) = 0 
~ .. - - - -· 
. ... · -···. 
, • r ,. 
. ' 
~· 
• '. 'J\_.· -~.' -
f. '··-~ 
By changing 2.1 v. to" if and· only if, we obt.ain: 
. A ' .., 1 ~·, .1 
\ 
-·-·. •';-' 1,. 
· · 2. 2 Definitiop •. , The mapping p: ~ ~ R is said to be a 
. . 
- . ~ . .: ._ ·-; - - - . --: - --· - -- ·- --
. r . _:._- -··· 
. , .. ·. I 
.. _ ... ·\:. \ 
, ,r--• .. , 
'··-
-, . . 
---·,..1. 
... 
~·,· ·",. • •• ~._J ;-.-: 
~ ' - ... 
~ . .. 
function norm if p. has p~operties 2. i i,iv. and 
f(x) = 0 a.e. if and on~y if p(f) = O. 
. i-
,· 
A function norm is called non-trivial if there 
·.exists ·a fe:~ such that O < p (f) < 00 • We will 
L,--<..J. • 
1 _ usua•lly consider only hon-trivial function norms in 
this paper. Notice tha_t_. if p i:Js non=trivial, th~n 
-~--~-. ·, .,• 
some f exists · such that f ~ 0 on a set of po_sitive 
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'L .· •-··• · lf t,fe may. extend the domain of definition of ·p . . 
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· · ·.· <···. P (f) = .., 9 we may define a SUbset LP of M bj,: ( · ·· • _/ . 
.. , . 
,,_ . · .. 
. 
" 
.. 1. . ·.· 
: 2.3 " Definition. · fELP if ~nd oply-if\ P C.f) ,,.,. ' ., ... < 00 . \ .. .. . 
I 
·; •·.·· -. 
Because of this we can .identify the function ., ' ti. -- I :, " . •· . 
·.·: .! 
: ··-· - -· ,. . 
·-
' 
. . . norm ~~s a norm II JtP by· defining llf l!P ~ p(f)·fora11 ·-'··_,_.:,· 
. , .. '.,' . }:·· 
__ .... ,, 
'· ·~ 




properties 2, l ii., 2,,l iii. an~ is ~ function norm, ,, . 
. ·. . ~ ~- . .i. ' . 
. I,,.· . 
' --- ' 
' .. 
. • • :-· I 
I 
- - ' - ._._ -, . 
. -. I 
.. '·,· ·. : ', '' 
, I , 
.. -,- I 
.. 
~ • ! 
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t'. ',µc 'giving 11 11 p the required norm p~opertie.s. With I . 
········: 
·• 
... ·' . J 
' ( 
• this norm Lp .will .be a normed linear, space. A 
·--~-·- ·. .. ·• 
' 
~-,. •. r-· 
. . 
space derived in this manner is sometimes ca.lled a 
oe 
normed Ko-the space. We will call it a normed 
. function space • 
. 't 
. Lp spaces are in fact generalizations of the· 
. . . . . 1/p ' .. 
classical LP spaces. De,fi~ing PP Cf) =ff IJ!,.t Pdµ) . · 
-,:{.r\-.. . 
1 ~ p < oo and P0t>(f) = ess .sup ff-I, we'see that both .. __ ... 
P. and. n•.co are function norms • . p t" 
Before proceeding fur.ther, we should note that 
there is no way to distinguish" between functions . 
1.,. . 
----
e.t1ua l almost everywhere _using .. any· of ·-the functiol) 
. - . 
norm properties; i( ft=· f 2 a.e., p·(t1) = p(f2) • 
ti ' 
• 
-Therefore, we may partition Lp into equivalence 
. classes· of. func·ti~ns equal a 0 e. · When~ver we dis-
cuss a function f 9 ~'® are · in rea.li t:y talking about 
all the functions in its equiva_lence class. · .From 
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We can see S(Ome·, ele~enta.ry. pr@perties of th·e ·. ••· ···:-,.. i:;_;.,..,, 
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To show this_, consider E =· _{x ·if(x)J = co:;.}. · Then '_' \ ' 
. . 
.. r - I .• 
-~~ E ~ f for every n. Therefore P (nxE) ! P ( f) ·< co, i 
· since fELP. _ But np (X'E) .... < 00 _ can hold ·for all n 
only if P(XE) =·o,.so XE c:1 o a.e. which implies· 
µ(E) = O. By the definition of E f:is finite a.e. 
Note that P mu·st be a norm for this proof. 
I 
If our only restriction on Pis that it be 
non-.trivial,.., it is possible that measurable sets 
U exist having. the pr.operty that for any subset· 
V.of U with,.pos~tive measure, p(xv) = 00 • Such a 
set U· is called Q c:>purelx infinite or simply Y!!-
frien,dly. We -· single ~Jl~_se _ sets. QU,.t because of_ the 
.following fact. 
, . 
Theorem. Let U · be a. s·et · of po~itive measur~ in X • 
Then U is p -purely infinite· if and ·only if e·very 
·, -
f EL p vai;ii .. shes a.e·. on u, ·i.e •. fxu· = 0 a.e. 
,.· 
Proof. Suppose U is ·unfriendly. Assume that f E Lp 
' ' 
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friendly • I..'.!;;, X-Uma.x-- must be void orf P .,purely infinite 
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v. Defi~e Yn = }!1 f·. Then· Yn t X · a-finiteness .of . • I 
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and µ (Y'n) < oo.. Since p is saturated every Yn con-
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· tains a se.t ~ such that :µ(Xn) > Q and 1P( Xx ) < co• 
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Our· next hypothesi_s. ~-f a function ·seminorm wil; pro-
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Definition. The function seminorm p is said to have 
the Fa tou . :eroeert:2: . if whenever f, f n e: ~ for all n ,_.,. 
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. and fnt f, then p (fn) + P (f). 
A Banach space is a complete normed.linear space • 
The L-P. spaces therefore, lack only the property of 
norm completeness ~o ~e,Banach spaces. If P h~s the 
-
.Fatou property it ~ill be complete, although weaker 
· ··r,... ·~ conditions exist for which this ·is stil:l true. To 
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prove this we will first establish a few lemmas • 
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oo n-1 ·. · 
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. . r p ( l f ) . t:. 00 .' 






:~ 3.3 · Lemma. If ·the function· norm P has the Ri«,s-z-Fischer 
00 ,, 
p:~perty, then for. all sequences· {f~ l, P(nil fn) ~ 
' . l P ( fn) • · ·· 
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P( l fn) ! P( l lfn'i)• Let us assUil\e the 18mma fal.s8, 
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- ( n=l. · .. - · n=l · · · 
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that . l P(fn) 
+ f p(fn) f~r 
< 00 and P( l;fn) > I p(fn) o Then P( lfn) > e: , '. 
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some E > o. Multiplying the inequality· :·. :._ · · · 
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. 
.. ·by ·kf e: wb8re k ·is an ihteger, and defining f'lk·. = 
. ·. ·r:·. . 
' . ·'": ·\' . 
:,(:k/ €) fn; we hav~ ,,:·- -
have 
,-- p(}:fn~) >(Jc+ f p(fnlf). 
Since it is true that. P( l fnk) ; 
n=l . ,,' 
t~ •• 00 00 . 
·' 
pt I tnk). > k .+ l p(fntt> 
n=r n=r 




' r p(fnk) t '!e 
n=ll ., .. 
n -. 
so r p(fnk> < k.:~,· 
n=r. 
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for r large enough. :· We may re.label· the series start- - -._1·- ·· 
! :.-=-"' ,,- . \- ing at n := r, to obtain the series· {gnk'l. This 
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· Finally, arrange this double sequence into a single· 
· sequenc~· {bn} .. ThAn }:p(hn) <: l k-2 < 00 and - - -~ -- ----- -- . -4-------------·-··--
n k 
P, (lhn) > P <I gnk) > ·k for all ke . ·- f 
n n ~ 
·;. 'Tb.is t:1.ays thp.t there exists a sequence {~} such that 
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· _..,l p (h ) <• 00 but p (L h ) = ()(). This, however, contra-· 
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• -~-C • .diets the fac1: that p has the ·Riesm-Fischer property. · · 
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· - 3.4 Lemma. If· p ·- is. a function n·orm possessing the Riesz- -
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f ,. ' . 
· Fischer . property, then LP· is complete. 
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where we have applied the fact that, {fn J is. Cauchy. 
and lim p(f-gn) = o. 
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Lemma. If pis a function norm possessing the Fatou 
. 
property, ··it· will also have the Riesz-Fischer property. 
Proof.· We may assume {fn} is a non-negative sequence 
n 
as before. Also let l P(fn) < ""• Define 8n = l · fit; 
. Il I oo. . k=l 
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lim p(gn) == p(i fk) •.. ~en p(L fk) < :~ and~ p has 
the Riesz-Fischer property.· 
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p 1C'f) ~ · P2C f) ,for all f. € M. · We 1may then deflne ;: · ····· : . ·. · . " 
: .. · . I . 
· p = . sup PT , where the supremum is Jlleant in the sense 
•········ '(.• .. , ~ . ... '. 
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of· .the partia:l order~g 0 p will itself be a function 
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3~7 Theorem. If the seminorms PT have the Fatc,u property 
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-for all T, then · so will p = sup p •.. 
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I - ... p(f) 
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pT" has ~e Fatou property, lim PT(fn) = P~(f). 
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Therefore P has the Fatou property. J,t-- ._·· 
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having the Fatou property. 
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·',, . / 1-;lfgl. dll = a/ JfgJ dµ .·.·~,if" a is positive . ' 
I . , \ , , 
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~-- .... ' 
, · so, p g(af) = ap 2/Cf) 
iv._if f1 ~ f2 aeep,,,-
; . 1·.' · ... 
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. I I f 1 g I dµ ~. f I £2 g I dµ 
1'. \ 
· and P g ( f 1) _: P g ( f 2) -_ · -
,·: ,v-_~~f = o aoeo, then/ltgldll·.==·.o for all g so· 
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It follows that P ··is a function seminorm. g ' 
,. , . Restrict g t_o ·only those functions of LP such that 
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. .,:.• .. '"' 
. ·.•. - ... ·_ ···.' 
p(g) i' l. Define Qo = sup Pg and apply Theorem· 3.7~ 
. ' g .' . ' ... 
- . '·,. . 
., •• :- C ·:.·'.: ·.r·' ·p I is, therefore,' a function semi_norm having the -
Fatou property. 
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.1 By the above we see that from any function semi-" --
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,norm we can always obtain a new one.· In general we 
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It is natural to ask what the proper·ties of P' 
_;,,,.,· 
~ might be.,~: We are ·esp~cially· interested in the case . 
of p·• being_ a norm. To show this we will,· need a· . 
· · -· · very useful inequality~ 
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1: ·.iii. · / fafgf_ :dµ .. = a/ f fgf dµ 
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. . ··· · so p8 (af) = apg:(f) , ... . i I. 
iv." if f1 .~ f2 aoeo ,· 
·. ·. JI f 1 g I aµ ~ / I f 2g I dw, 
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andpg(f1) ~ P8(f2~ . 
V'i, f ===· .0 aoeo, then fl fg Idµ = 0 for alf; · so 
. ,. -···· ., 
' ;,,,-~"'' . ~·,,,. 
It follows that Pg is a function seminorm. 





· ...•. ·. ·p(g) !, l. Define /2~
0
= s~p Pg and apply Th~orem·,3.7. 
.. : P- 1 is, t~er~f?re, a function seminorm having the. 
Fatou property. 
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By the above we see that from any function semi-, , .. 
norm we can ·aiways obtain a new one.· In general we 
·; 
have p(n)(f) = sup,{Ilfgldµ P(n-l)(g): 1J, _(p{O}=p), ' 
'-~ . f . . ·en)· . . ·_ . ' -' . . ' . 
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It is natural to- ask ~~t the properties of P • 
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might be. We· are e$pe.cia1iy irtterested in the case 
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_ of p I being a n .. o~. To show this we will·· need a: . 
very useful ineqUS.lity~ . · 
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We st~ll must prove i~ for· p (g). = O. · If p where· a 
norm it would- f~llow immediately _from•• g = · 0 ao·e:~, 
' 
but we have.supposed p is only a seminorm. As$ume~ 
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. therefore, ~hat E :=. [ X I g(x). > o} Withµ (E) > O,- and . 
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·. Fa tou property by .. _Theorem 3. 6 . LJ :· would. be a Banach- . . , I 
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space.· This space is called the associate· spa~~ of Lp. 
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·p, p 11 -~ p. In. fact it is true: that A.n' = p if and· .Ht_-4· ~ ~ ' . . -
--- .. . . 
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Using this theorem we--ca·n prove one more fact. 
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_following· .statements ar.e equivalent_. 
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• 1S a -saturated function norm\having the 
Fatou property . 
. 1 
-_, . .:, 
Proof. By theorem 3.12 p being saturated 
implies • 1S 3.15 ha~ing the a norm -
• • By Theorem 
Fa tou· p_roperty implies • 1S saturated • auto• 
matically has the Fatou property • 
• 
Applying the 







prop~~ty we can apply Theorem 3 •. 14, 
proving the implication~ 
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ln'this section we will discuss a pa,rticular function 
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.· . . . ...-. 
· .... { ·•· _· c_,~norm ,and some of ,the properties it and its as·sociate -norm.· 
- possess. This exartlp ~e was in.tr.oduced by Go G. Gould ! 1- ] 
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·,and also ,occur in a :paper by J. J. Sch~ffer. -· [] 3] ·• . \ 
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4. l .. Definition. · · -In addition to the usua1-~requirements·, .· 
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insure the existence of sets having me·asure equal,. to 
one. Defining ·pE· = JE If ldJ.l Where µ(E-r) = 1, we· 
T T __ . ' . 
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, can easily prove that PE\ is a· function seminorm as 
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... we·· did for· the. general associate norm in Theorem· 3. 9. 
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P (x ,~) ~ ·l where 
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· :, ·Again·- ·by .parts 
',. ~-
. ' .. ,. . . 
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. . :;,.·· .• 
•. I 
·, ·.' . _'.·.. .· . L- .. 
. .. ··t'-·l · .. :. 
t • . • .. .•• ~ • -· • ----- - -· 7 .• 
- ' :, ,· 
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;, :• .' -· :· 
t(-.g(t)) .. f -g( t) . ___ d't . ·. 
. . . 
Ji ,t d[-g(t)] = 
a J • a a 
-~'--·-:.-.;;-- --~ 




· 1 . ' J g(t)~dt 1 s / g(t) 4t I. • • . = ag(a) + 
a 0 
, :,, ·. .i by ( 7 ) • 
. - :I<, .. 
· · ·· ... ··. · >~-: ; ·. P\ltting these ~esults in (8) 
··-.:- '.. . : '. . : 
- ---
:."•. ,, 6• 611> .-
·1' ... 
,,_. . 
·.· · 1 a · - · · - 1 · · 
. J a If( t),I g( t)dt ~~ ~ M f O'" g( t) dt + Mf 
O 
g( t), dt \ "'• ,':' 
' .. 
. . . 
. :·,,' '.' ·_-.·,, 
~- ' 
~ ....... t- ,: 
.. i: 
:·· .- .: : ·"·\ :~ ,~ .. :. 
· ·····~··· ·c :·-~·-- -- ., ••. ·. ·-~etting a~O gives the -desired result., If. we replace -,· 
;;:·· . : . -( . \· •' .•. 
. · .... · / ... ~- ·. ~to···. . :· 
' '.,,._ 
. , - I· 
I . the limit l with_ f3 and· let a and {3-+0 we have 
I 
8 
11m . J . I f·C t)J __ g( t) dt = o 
. . , : .. ___; .... ;.• ': '., •. ~. 
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-· ............. - . -- ·-- ... - ... 
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. -.{.''_ .. a 
_..,. .. ,, . ..,., 
0 ' r 
•, ·.! . 
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· -.Therefore, given·.e:>O .J·Jt(t)I g(til.dt< e: for ·some_.· 
..... -· 0 . ·, . ~ , ,.· • ' . '• , -~ I • 
. . ~,. t . . 
:( , .. 
· ·. o small enough. This proves_ the existence of the . : ' -
j .· ,. I 
.·, C • ·-' , ~ •..• "' J • 
~ ' .. 
, integral in the case -g('O)·-- = 
. > . ' 
00 
• ' I 
' - ,/ . ' . . . ' ~·-···-..... _,_,_ 
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I ·, ,~·-,.. . -~.. .;.·) 
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5.3 
; . \ 
Definition. ,. For g(x)e:M and non-nEigative on [tr;;l] 1 . 
-~·-·-. -
. . 
1 . . 
. . 
-~ . ' . 
we def?-ne ~i(x) on [O, l' l by · 
. I . '.. . ,_._... . .. :. . . •·- ,'. ·, 
. i ( 
. I . . - , I, 
•• 1,i'h • 
, : ·, .. : ' . ·-, ;,:.-
S ( x )= llgx (X, l] IL'\ ~ ~· .. 
, ': • f ,.· I 
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5. 4 · ~etnllla •. ~(X) is a non-inci:-8asing. funCt:Loll, and g(x) 
-' c· .. 
~ g(x)~ a ... e. , 0 · ·•· 
. . r 
. Proof.· lt is apparentfi:-om1:he defin\tion_ that 
~- . ,, 
--- } 
l(x). i's non-increasing. - ... 
· lf g(x) =, co.~· ·tr·ivially: g(x) . ~ g(x). ·· lt/e need only-
' ,I·,. 
.. · .. ,-·' 
I. 
/ . 
be concerned then with the ·interval I consisting of.· \ . 
J 
points x such that g(x) ~ 00 ( since g(x) is non-· 
a . 
increasing such an interval exists). I may be open 
or closed on the left. If we ca:n · show that g(x) ~ 
• 
. 0 
·_ g(x) a.e. on any closed inter-val contained in· .I, 
then ·the ope·n cas~ can be taken care of by forming 
a sequence of closed intervals ln such .. that Int 1,, 
00 
then on 1 e U In, g(x)· ~ 'g(x) a .• e. 
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Let I O be a closed interval and I I c I. g(x) .< ~. 
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- is essentia-lly bounded on I 1 • g must then be inte--
. grable on I.-·and so g is a.e. on I' the derivative 
"' 
Of its indefinite integral ( [ 12] ·. page 89) • Let x 0_ 
be a point of I 8 for which this ·is true. 







>, . ,. 
g( t) ·~ 'g(x0) for almost all t :
 x0 by the definitio
n • 
of g(x)·, therefor~ 
, ... _ . 
' . 
~. .... . ... 
•.. ; ..Lh . 
.. ' . xo,..: ,.- . . . j. 
"' .. ~h-l fx·· g(t) dt ~ 'g(xo>, 
• 0 , . I 
. The .·limit as- h·fO ·in the above will be. just .th~ 
• -·· --., 
•, - < ~ .. ,, ... """':' 
./. . 
: .r .. 
· _. deri.va'.U(ive of f g(t)dt a~ x0• So by the assumption ~, . ; ,, ·, 
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\ J 0 
= rm h - 1 : S< t) dt ~ lCx0) • __ 
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· s. 5 Definition,~ · We define the ·fun~.tion· norm .A (f) for 
..... _!_. , 
- , I _-
. 
. ',' ... ,. I 





.. :• ., 
. :_... . . 
'··. ';, 
We ·must_ .verify· that A is in fact a function norm ·-· 
·--
,. ,.., 
and that.the definition makes sense. f is non-
. 
I 
· .. -, l _·. -. .-. . ,, • negative ,_and non-increasing so f is iheasurable and 
' . . . 
• ..• I' -
I ._ 
. - . ' 
..... ~ . . 
r. 
.. 
~e integr~l · .. is defined •. A ( f) will. ··always be a .non- i 
· .. _·negative _number, possibly infinity. All the function, 
~orm properties follow easily from the-properties 
' ' 
~f th$ Lebesque i~tegral. I' 
< 






• •• ..... ••· .. Q< 
•- : ____ _, ___ ~\~:_._. : ,- __ : :---_·· ~-.-:=----'. S~ 6 Theorem. , A _possesses th-et Fa tou :prop·erty. and for. .. _ .'_ --·---+--~· ___ _ 
' . 
. ..,,,·-:._·.··... -· ----- ------------··-·--·-- ... 
-... ~~--- .' '~ . ~~,. '. 
,! - . 
/
1 ltsl me i P (f)>-(8), 
0 
- "'!;:" ·"" ~._ . 
_._,-~.....,~ 
I -
. . ',. __ . 
. ~·:· .. ..:......._.,. • I •• . •. 
' 
P;-oof. Let 0. ~ fn +f pointwise on ~ [O, l 1 •· Then 
N IV .,.., 
fn x[x,l] + fX[x,l] for all X so fntf. fn.is non-
\ I C . ,., • 
'nega.tive and measurable for ~ll n, and f is m.easur-
. :1- . 
,,.. ... , 
... -.-,. .. 
· · able so. by the Monotone Convergence Th.e@rem 
. 
.~ 
, . - ,. --,-• -, _._. --._. - . . - •. ,.,, .• ---.i.., 
- -. -- .. ,-_. .··. A(fn)t. A(f). We prove the- theorem first under the 
i.,. •• • .--
,· - :.:.1 
,..; . 
. ' ·, 
\ '. 
·. 
}-* ·" .. 
-~-- :. , .. 
. ~ 
strong conditions ft'Lp; g' non-negative, nqn-increasing,~ .' ·:. 
, '. 
and integra]?le. Then -g(x) = g(x+) = lim g(~+h) s·o·i""''~:~=r~-~ _ h+·o ·' · - C • ,•·. 
1\,1, 
-g = __ g a e · , .. 
., ..... i,.,-
• ·,•·;···;·r ,·;;" 
• • ~' • ·:' I 
-Otherwis~· g would have an uncountable. 
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0 
· ...... ,\ . ·. number of ·disco.ntinuities which ·is impossible since 
1 , , I ,• '• ,, ' ,. ' 
_,,';, '·. 
g(x_) is nonr.:,increasing. .· · 
• 1· •.. , . ., 
't ..... J 
. ' 
- .,___.:::~ - . ---~ ' 
' .. .' ·-~-... · 
.. ·\ '. \ .. I 
.. ~(g) = I1 g(X) dx = J1 g(x) dx < <» •. ·-.. I 
1 0 . 0 . . ...... ·, ,.., 
g sati$fies the conditions -of Lemma 5.2 .~o .. , applying· · 
. f 
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.. < • ' ·' (') 
' - -, __ : 
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"! • ~1-· . • ~ . 
/ I f g1 dx ~ t> < t > J g_ dx = 'p < t > A c 8 > . · ~ 
. , · . 0 · · - 0 
If fe:M, P (f) can be infinite, and similarly if ·· , .. 
. . . t . t , ·bl • A (. . ) 00 g 1s no 1n egra ··e g :;::.. ··~ • We must check .the case.s · 
1-.. 
O•co = (X)•O = o.;-,~ ~~It P (f)_ = 0 or A(g). =:= 0~ since both 
. -
.· ,· .. , . .1 
are norms, f· or ·g 1 ·= 0 so J l·fg( dx = O. If we -
. . 0 
asstime only f,. gc:M I g(x) 1 ..... ! -~l(x_) a.e. by· Lemma 5.4 
1 - ,, 1 .. 1 
~nd .. J I fgl dx ~ / I fig .dx ~ P(f)·-1 lsldx = P(f_)A'(g) 
I O • 0 I 0 
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We ar.e now in a position to- prove the main~ re~lt ., · 
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of ·this chapter. I • 
\ . 
Ir "'. .~ ~- _,,L 
. 
- ~ .L 
s. 7 . Theorem';· .. p 1 ( f) .;= A ( f) for all fe:M. 
.. . 
-I . . . 1 
. ...; ~ . 
. . . 1 . 
. Proof. A I (f) =' sui>{ r I fgj dx .. A(g) . ~ i} 
. . _; '.. 0 . . . j .. 
.. 
~- .. ' 
... :: ... :.. ·_, . .. . . . ~ 
. -r .•· , ... ·" .-
~ p {f)A (g) where. A (g) ~ l,·: ~. 
. r . 
I 
u·sing the ·,previous tl1e~r~~ •.. 
'• • ' j • 
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. ·.··To show the inverse in~qual~ty holds also-;-·· define· 
: •.. • .the collectio~ Of ;-Unctions ,gh(x),: o ·< h :S l_on .Co,11 . 
;R . " 
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= gh easi.ly, 
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X < . h ~ 
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. .· ,r<~n ·.:~ 
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.Therefore the gh .functions are among ._t:h~_se sati~ffing 
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! .·· h . .· .· 1 
, ~·~·~·P ( f) . -l = sup {h · f If I dx O<h !-1-l-~· $Up{J 
I·. 
0 0 




{/0 1fsl dx I' . f-(. g) ~ .l } = A·, ( f) 
·I' 
.. 
We then have P ( f) '·=·A• ( f) so that P • (f)=AH( f)=A( f), 
si~ce A is a function norm-having.the Fatou property • 
I 
. < ~/ , . Th.is concludes our remarks about the function 
'' 
. .. . V 
norrn.~, of Korenblyum, Krein, and· Levin for the present. 
We will say Ji1~;e later; but now take up the more 
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. ,,_ ... _z-...... I . 
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In . this· chapte·r·· we -v,ill begin · by· discussing some 




- :':::~ . F. Riesz. 
We start .by . defining an ,b.stra.c:t space due to · 




~· -··. -- ---~-.. -·_. 
. I 
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_,6. l -·Definition. . . . . . A real linear vector space. L. with . 











.. 1 • f. ~ g implies f+h ~ · g+h for. all hEL. ·-
. 
. . . . .... 
. " ' ;/ . 
. ·, . . 
... -... '. , . 
-:···r 
,.. . ( .. · . 
. . 
. \ ··-. ·:.. '_.: 
.... .. ---. 
11. f. ~ 0 ·impl1es af ~ 0 for every real a ! o • 
.·.c .:· · .. 
·. ''·" 
iii. inf (f,.g) and sup_ (f~g) c: L. 
is said to be· a Riesz space. 
-:--· 
.f ·• 
~ . . ..... ··-'. y ' 
. . . 
.-... ·n ···'- :_- ---·-· ·.'--,/~ ·~-·-<:·;··- The definition requ.ire s,'( further -expl·anation ··to .. be.--· - ---.--~--.-,~-~-~;~ -.--._-, 
.. ·~ "'. •. ",I 
·· · :: ·c1~ar. ·:The relation ·! is ··said to partially order a 
• .: • .~· g set 1 ri;f elements f,.g,, •• _if, i. f ~- g and_ s .. ~ h implies. 
. .. ' 
I,_ 
- ' 
. f <• h 
·- ' 
\. 
• • 11. f ~ ·f ·for all elements fin the set, ,,, 
-. ,,-;~• -. " ·: . .... ~. 
.. ._ ' 
I . 
( . . . iii. f ~ g an~ g ·~ f implies f = g. 'I'he important ·,}! ·· · ·. -· • ·.ii'.,~t <\1 
. ·' .. 
=~ ........... thing to notice .is thaj:; a partial orde~ing need not , .. " . - . , . . ~'·-; ·-, . 
. ·.. -· ' .. ,( .,: -~ 
.- · ... ·/," 
--~·-· . 
. , 
. _·.;_ ; - . -~ 
be a lin~iar ordering, that is given f ,_g you do not· 
\· need to .have .,f · ~ g or g ! f, - · ................. . ·-
\ '• -
~"..L . 
, greatest. lower bound,. with res.pact to the partial 
ordering$) o.f the set of h-£·L such that h. ~ f and h -~· g .• , 
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. . " . 
. Similarly,··"'·sup ,.(f ,_g) i.s the least upper' ·bound wi~ _. 
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•<"' h~f- an:d h>... g. Sets_ haVin.g. a property like 6. l. iii-. - , 
,: ·,". ar~ called, !attices, and so a ~iesz spacercan also~ 
.l.' be called a linear vector lattice 0 .. m :i 
I -. ' ,-
. -.·· (1• ' \ _· 
/ ·. ',i . 
. A sequence of elements in L say· { f~} is called 
. --~ - . 
· ificreasing if £1 ~ _£2 _:- •• and decreasing if -
...... We will Sign~fy this bY writing·fnt 
' -
. \ . -
.. · . ' -. _.·_ . . ' , 
·:.it,._---~\,·.. . ._· · .. -~------ .. 
.J ____ .:..._ ___ _ 
or· fn+• .If f ~and sup fn exists in _L we ~ite _fn tf ,----·~ 
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I./''.•,-, 
and_ like~ise fn-t f for _decreasing sequenc_es. ·An 
indexed subset:·· {f. tt:T in L is- said to be directed 




--'-.-~-upwards if for every ·pair T 1 , T 2 e: T there exists a 
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r 3 £ T su9h ·that fT · - ~ sup (fr·,., ft. ) • In a similar 
. - 3 l 2 
fashion t--1e may define directed down-v,ards. lf_· { f T} _ 
_ is direc·ted upwards ·and s.:1P _:.ft = f exists, we write 
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Definitio1;1, , If L is a Rie~z ~pace, L is said to be 
• 1 • Dedekind c·omplete if--every set in L which is 
bounded f'rom above has a supremum -in L. 
) 
• 
, ii. Super Dedekind com:elete if it is· rJedekind complete 
.. ,,.,..,,. 
··-:t·-·~: J•·"·: . .:. ..• ·7···· .. ::-- .. 
and every set in L bourided f~,om above contains. a 
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. 7 . . 
- ., , , , . .-·· -: ·,. . - I 
.1;'"······.r·_.,. . ·-
-,supremum as the !thole set. 
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__ .space if 
. . d'-·. 
. :-··,· '··-... , 
i. · . K is a line'ar subspace ( in the ordinary . sJn~se' Of · 
. .:,., .. 
,, a_ subspace) \: '. 
\ 
ii.· f,g·cl< .implies inf (f,g) and sup1 (f,g) aFe in K. 
·; ' 
f . • 
·, . 
-· ' ,i' . 
, &' . 
·, 
: ... 1 ' • 
·. ·"7 \ . . '.l~''""'; . \ 
I , j , 
. 
. A .Riesz subspace I.< is called an· ideal -
it: . (,:_-) . . ~ .· ,· ... 
. . in L if when f e: ~ and I gf ~·-. I fJ then g E K. 





.. fl 6. 5 Definition. A Riesz subspace K is called a .. band in -· 
. L ·,. 
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• • • • C ' 
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L if . ,J 
.I ., . 
. ~ . 
-l---t.-. 
i K is an -ideal 
" . 
. 
ii·. if f,: t f and fT E K for all. t , then f e: K. ,., . 
,. ' - ': ;~· ·- ···~ ,._ .. -; 
..,. 
It is immediately clear from the definitions that 
,- I 
-
the intersecti9n of an}t number of ideals in L ·is -an 
I 
,, • ' • 
l 
. ' 
·· ideal in L and of any number of bands in L a· lbcritd in · 
L~ · . Therefore, given a set in L, the-- inter,section of 
all- ideals (or bands) containing that set. will be. 
·the smallest ideal (or. band) c<>ri.'taining: the set. · . 
' . 
.• ··"i' ',II 
'r~~ .. This ideal (or band) is said to be the ideal (or band), 
: .·~ "· 
••I . _;,--; . • 
. . .. 
.• I .... 
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;_ ....... ·, ·. ,- . 
· .. r. ' 
. . ; . ': . ~ ·: . 
..... _,,,_· _ _.. 
This wil-l also be true for any 
• I . I 
' . 
generat~q,by t~e set. 
Riesz subspace. • _.:.. 9 . 
• j,-
. .. /· ...... ______ __ 
Suppose that' K · is ·an ideal and the· band it gen•~_. __ {;~}: 
.. 
· ·, erates is L· itself •. Then K is sai~ to be order dense 
..-._ ., 
'*-.'. ...•. 
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\ •1• 
oi. 
erates L as a band, then th.at subset forms a fini-te ~ \. . 
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or, countable order basis of .. L •. Su.eh- ·an···or·der · basis_-· 
~ • • •• .. ~ • "' .. ff • ....... ·• -
'I ·-" 
will therefore generate an order .de11.se ideal. t 
L . 
·. __ · .. ~-----~-~----'·-··-:,:: . ,•, 
~' . 
\' \ \ · ,) · 6~6 Definition. ·· Let p be a mapping p:~ L++R where LT 
" . 
means f e:L s:uch that -f ~ O. · ·-· P is c~lled a ~iesz · 
' .. 
·. ___________ _. . 
.. · . seminorm if 
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,>-.- • . . '~- -~i.·•,,-.• ,.~~ ' ~--. ..-
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,t -- -· 
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P(au)~ = aP(u) _( .. ;_ .· ,·. • .y· -~ • L 
I' •; :•... . . 
for all f ,.g.e:L + • · 
· ii. -0. ~ f, .S g implies P(f) ;i P(g) 
.. , 
I 
We can extend P to L by defining 'p(f) = p( If I) 
' 1lr 
. ·'$,- for all f EL,~-~---
,_ 
' '1. 
Now having finished witlf these general defini-
. tions, we can get back Ito qur more restricted interests~ --,~--~~c----C.--· , .. 
. . 
L~~t · us consider the space Ma of, a·Ll real valued, finite-· 
~-1f'·r.·,r•r-'_·~. 
· - _a.e.,,~ µ-measurable· functions .. ( same measure as in· 
earlier sections). \le will say ,f .:··,g if and only if 
. ' . 
. ,' ,, .. . 
, f(x) ~ g(x.) a 0 e. on X. , This defines a partial order-
- ~ . ' . 
r" .. ··ft 
. 
~ng certainly. ·Also 6.1 i.~iii. a;-e easily satisfied, 
~ . ·._ . . .. ,_ . ,, . .. 




~ is a· Riesz space. · It is· also well known that 
is $Uper Dedekind complete. 
.. 
. on· pa,ge. f o· ~e remarked that the fac; that if SELP. 
·. .1· : 
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; t ~ .. 
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• -.e •.· ·I 
{ . . . / 
, I , 
I 
., 
. •o., . 
"·, ·._ ...... :...,.';'-• 
.~ . . and- lft~·~ Jg I: th.en f e:Lp would be important· lat~p • . We· ' •• I.'' 
. ' ·' I 
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.•... ,1· •... ·)·4~ 
"\. \ . 
can now - see why. . . ~~. . ' .. Given some function· sem1norm _p on .. 
MR:' ~,e obtain the space LP iv-hicl1. is a subset of MR~ · 
The fact above tells us L·p is an idest"l in MR (LP -is 
surely a Riesz subspace). Any ideal of a su·per 
. ·I• ·o. -
. < ..
· · Dedekind complete will itself be super Dedekirid"'C~~ · · '":'1' ·.· . 
\.__.,,.;.; . . . 
-f --~--
. :, 
. ~· ·.' . / 
-\, 
\ . ' . . . . . 
ple·te so we may conclude tha~ LP is a super Dedekinq · 
... 
. - .. ' . 
.... coinplete R1.esz 1 sp·ace •. We state this: formaily.· . 
,,-. ·' - ,· 
--; ·;-:-.:«-r.;!h· ... 
. -· 
- .. ,-·' r 
For any function seminorm defilied on.~ 
, .. ·, 
-----~-~ 7 Theorem • 
..... . 
: the space- LP is a ~uper Dedekind complete Riesz·-· . . ..• -:·( ' - .? )'- -
- . - A 
·, 
,space. 
~ ......... -..f ·.:.....' '', 
Also note that on.LP, P ·is a Riesz norm since -P 
. 1 ' ,C., : 
. $ci.tisfies 6.6 • • • 1.-11. 
We might wonder if LP has a~ countable order basis. 
t . 
I 
./ ' The next Theorem tells us that this is in fact: true . 
,,. '• -
-, 
- . ' ·-, . 
_ ·-·--·.-- _·.\.---- ____ .: __ ·--.--------~---_for_ ~ny ___ saturated function seminorm. 
:~- -6. 8 .Theorem. If ( 1r) Xn. t,X is an arbitrary p .. exhaustive 
. ·· ... · 
' -,"' 
'~. .. 
' '· ,· .. 
-f·-
! 
. ·i ' 
sequence of sets, then ~he set of'·, functions ,c(x)e:t, P 
, n· 
" ''""~ ~ 
is -a-,c9untable order· basis of Lp. 
... 
• . . - r 
·:·_. Proof. i .... We.: must show that the· band ·:gene;rate·d by 
':.~. ·!: :··.. . .. .. . ~--, 
. . • . i ' . 
. ·. · · ._ ·{x X (x)} is actually LP. We know that the band must 
. . .. . n 
,· ·, .... 
' '\ . 
;-,,. . -
. . . ,.-.• .... 
-.... 
-· .i ' ' . ,.,· . 
. ,. :.':'-,· 
\ : . 
~. '. 
be contained: in LP, so we must show that L p is· con-
--
taine d in the band. Therefore, let f E LP.· We know 
. ' 
then th~t __ f-(x) . < 00, a.e. and c~n -say that ·A· tX where -
. ···"·--·-····· - , n -
~ 
An : . {X (f(x) j. n }; 
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. Define f :~- = Certainly fn -~- n~ · and.1', . 
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A- band \is . 
I 
.. 
. . n. . 
by ('IT)~ • .band .since q_ 
also an ideal so fn 
. ~ ... . '' . 
must be in the band· also •... , ... ·· ... 
. :-; .~--- .. 
· ··' In our special case of LP as a. Rie~ space, 




. · fntf means fn(x) ,t f(x)pointwise a.e. on X. Since 
' \''' 
· .· .. · · · fn(x) + f(x) poin1:Wise for almost all p~ints,in X,,· 
· we· may conclude ~at f(x)~is in the band also, so ' .. 
' . . 
. . 
- .. , ~)_ " 
. 
. th~t LP iS Contain:d in the band • 
. t ' . 
. 
;.. . ' 




- · · a· normed Riesz·.,~':space L.· · It l-1ill turn out that they .. 
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I. ·. 
, ... -.-~ 
. ' 
are useful in:discovering information of the Banach 
dual spaces of our exampl~.~-.• 
-~;.·'''"~ 
""'·. 
. 6. 9 · Definition. , :A. function feL· is said to be of 
- -- - - -- '--·-·· 
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. p(f xE ) + 0 f0r every sequence of measurable sets .. · 
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,,: Actuail.Y, .. · En may descend to any set of measure . -i ~ . ·:·----~-·~ -·:. 
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--. ,,._, ':" . 
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··zero · the result ;ls still\ the same. The motivation . __ , .... _ ' I . 
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. .. -' -· ~ _.,.. 
for -th~ name absolutely. continJous co~es fr~ this 
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·continuous behavior ·of the. Riesz norm on the support 
• ~·c' 
of any fr.La';) and it is absolutes, since the set: E is 
,~:. ·, ,' <. ~ 
. 
any small enough measurab.le set 0 . To prove this, - \ . 
. '. \I \ • ~ I 
. suppose it were false.· 'Then for r. 0 > O, · we can find 
I ' 
a sequence { En} such that µ ( En·) < ' 2-il and P ( fX E ) > e tj 
. . . . . , .. n .. · 
·· for ever}' _ _E. Define Fn ,= En U En+lU:-c • •, .· then 
I · .. f ·; ... . 
Fn 4- lim En andµ (lim En) = 0~ XF !. tE , so , '· i .. 
P (fx Fn} ··~· P {fxEn) ; r. O• But· ·this ~ontra:i.cts fr.~ 4·;? , ... , ·· · 
since Fn descends to a set of measure· zero, P (f~Fn)=O. 
: 
.. _.... .. . 
Therefpre,. the assertion ·must be true. 
• ii 
4 
As a~ example· let.,us· return to .. the LP spaces for ·_ r 
L, ... · . . 
. . • . l/p ' 
· ·· ···· ·· ·. 0 ~ p ' < ~ · llfx En ILP ~ ( fl f I P x E ) · and if En "t c/>·, 
. ~ n 
since !If II P < ®, f < co a.e; so II fxEnll P 't Oo This· · 
. I says that all L functions are o( absolutely con-p . ' . . ( I ' ... 
.I. 
·, .. a 
tinuous norm, so LP = LP~ 0 ~ p <co. 
a .:. - . . . __ · . .._ - . ...... . .-.--·. ---- .. 
·_ .- We · could have defined L functions differently. 
.. 
. -- - -.---· .- • "'- •••• -·- ,4-- •••. - --· • 
~ii '-
. ~-- ,- . . - -
[, I 
We· will now give tw9 equivalent definitions ,which .. . .. •. -- .• , -.r 
, I , . . .. 
. will be more useful for us for· our particular spaces. 
, ., 
· · 6.10 Theorem. ··fr.La if. and pnl.y if p (fn) -i, c) for every ' .. ·· .i 
. -- ' .. 
vi'!i 
.'. • --rO. 
-
, Proof. If f has thi·s property, -then { fxE· } would be ,_ 
~-·· - -". n 
)-..... '. 
' 
such a ·sequence for En"'<P, and 1P (fX E )+OQ · · l~_onversely, 
. . , . n .. , .,. . 
let fr.La c1~d If I~ f1 ~ !zu-l-0. Also let: (7F) X.. tX' 
·. ) 
. .... --k 
. (· 
be a p c:::iexhaustive sequence" 
. . I . 
. t· x-~'+'q> S), so given € > 0 C. 
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. ' . . f 
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we have_ lfn+m<x) 
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wise on x. · Let f have the assumed property p( f o-f2): O, ·. 
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- -- - a 
. _ Assume p (f-f )+O -vii th f E-L-·· 0 then_ given -_€>0 there . __ _ n _ . n , 




. - exists a?1, N such, that p (f""fN) < e/2. P (fN xEk)'t O . 
. _, -_ as_--k-+<X>, _ so for k large enough-~ say k- > K 
·-· - ~···-------
. , . ·.···. P_~fri_)(Ek) < ~/2. . ..~,· . .. 
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· · / ·.: · ' (f.;.fN)xEk { f~fn 
' :,·. ' i-
- - -~-- ;, 
- - ' -
- .-.:~· 
P_(fx~) - P (fNxEk) ~ 
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If k < g .. - ·- -·', 
.. . l 
, .,._, ·" P_ ( fnx Ek) < . e /2' so , - . 
· · p(fxE;k) ~ s:/2 + p(fnXEk) < s:/2 + t./2 = e. 
<: . There.fore, p (fxEk)iO for:' Ek"'~ so fs:La. 
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,_ For the .last of the theorem, let __ ·,_o ~ · fe:La 'and 
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p ( f) ~ P(fn) + P(f-fn), so· P.(f) ~ lim P{fn) •. 
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-~2. · · B~t fn ~ _ f, so lim P (fn) ·~ P (f), and w~ concl~de 
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6.14 Theorem. The norm closure· of. any ideal is an ·i·deal •. 
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·· ~-- ··Proof. Le,t A be an idea..l, and A·the .'norm· closure of .. I 
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obvious:. way. 
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6. l~ Theorem. .Given a p '-exhaustive sequence ( 1r): Xn.+~, - . ;,"' '>.. ' 
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such that f.is bounded and vanishes a.e. outside of 
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Proof .. ~· -Le.~. us cai·1. the set descri·be.d in the· theorem 
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· ~, ··~-- · V -is ·surely ~ linear ·spa·ce. -Also .. inf(f ,,g) e:- V 
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, 6 ,.16 Theorem. 1i = (\ . Lg~ Where we mean the :i:nte:r sec tiori · .· . 
( 7f) 
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•. '· . 
·r-· 
. la .•. 
. ·., ·~---
. over all ·p-exhaustive sequences ( 1r). • r. 
. ' ' ~ 
t·"·'. '···:.. 
Proof. First' assume f. 1:: L' and· {Xn} is an arbitra;,:y · 
P-exhaustive seque11.ce. Since o~ly If,} is of impc,r- · 
tance, ~ssume also that f ~ O. Let 
f~ ·~ inf(f,IlXx ) for n = 1, 2 ••• 
. n 
We have fn 1:: Lg fOr all n, sinCe it clearly is. 
.. ·""~ .···-·--.-·· ·: 
. -~ •:· •;' 
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: ,: 
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. b1~ded and vanishes outside Xn· Also .tn t f so by .. ~~ "'1"- ·• • • • 
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Theorem 601'1° p(f-fn). W. Lg is norm closed, therefore,·. ... 
. II. ... 
- 4' 
' 1T f E LP 0 itleassumed (1r) wa$ .. an arbitrary ~equence so 
I a . 1T 
we have L,~ C. (\LP. 'f ) . 
,F I . 
- '-·: L--"-" . -~-· - •-- ·• 
' ' ~- . . ' To obtaiµ the opposite inclusion assume that . ·. . 
. \·:·-~··.,......._ 
. , . there is a f 1:: (\ Lg which is not ail element ot' L~~ .. :- . .. ·-·-~· .. -. - .· ,_.;,., 
- ..- -~ .. 
. If thi·s is -true,. tJ.1,.ere must exist a number EO > 0. ·. . -
.~.·-. ' ... _, 
. I 
and a sequence En+ <P such that P( f x E ) > 1:: • 0 for all 
. . n . 
...... 
........ , ' ... ,_ . 
n. Now let. ( :rr)' Xn +x be an arbitrary. P-exhaustive 
·$ ' . ' 
. -· sequ8nce. Fn = (X-Xn)UEn +<P and P(f"XFn) >~.-o.since .. · . ' --:· ~ . ~ -..·. ' 
fxF > ·fxE • t·eitting X a = .X-Fd ' ( 7rl): XI + X wil~ be 
. n - n . .'. n -- ' . n , 
. ' 
. 7f ~. 
a p-~xhaustive sequence because Xi\C.Xn • f E(\ L8 
• ' • - a I ( 7T) • ~ • • • •  • < ,· \ • 
. .. , So f 1:: ,tJ in particular, and so p(f XX-x2 + 0. .Since X- , 
\._ \ ·. . . ' ...... .,, ', . : . . : { '; - ;' . . . . 
x-x:i = Fn, p(fxFn) + 0 contradicting p(fxFn) > 1:: 0 • ,:',·:(./ 
_· . 7T a- . . -_ ..... .-,; . 
It follows that no such f. exists and/)LPCLp• 1 ~,··· ·:··~.- · · 
- . Q - ~-
.. , .. 
I 





· ,It is important to us (as we shall. ··see shortly) -;h~~ . 
·.:,i-·· . 
• , ••.. • . • ..\-\' ., I 
,.· for our examples, -thelt8 exists a P-exhaustive_· sequence · 
: -··-·· . . ., . . . f1 . . . ' 
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. . . .\ . a :7r , 
·for· which LP. . = LP. · We will start· with. tne space of 
. 
·--
-1 .... ,, •. ··:-.. •• ,_ .. ,t • 
6.17 Theorem. - If LP _is the,spaceof Gould, theri fEL~ if ··-", 
and only_ i 1f f eLp vani shes-/··:·a t inf i.ni t:f~_,,:. , · _:. _ ·
• I 
. ' -·. -~ ... :· ~ .~ .. .:.:.... .. ·, 
. -.... " 
. 
. . 
.. . Proof. By a f,unc.-tion vani·shing ·at, infinity· we mean " · 




· that giverf e .. >. -o,· there exists a set A· of finite ~ ~-~ ·' 
.'J. ;·, •: ', ·, I .' ' •' :··1neas\lre. sucl~ that I f(x)·I ~- e outside of. A~. Suppose ,_ .. 
..... -
'fELP vanishes at infinity, and .. e/2 > 0 is given. 
Then If(.:-) I ··~ E/2 Outside of A<-12 • By Theorem 4.4 r-_ ... 
-we knowv·that P ~ II (j,· so P(fx ) < e/2. · Let oo' _ X-A~/2 . 
be such that I f I ~ f 1 2: ~ .f 2, ~ · ••• +O. 
_,_.. -· 
I • _:: ~ . . 
' ,, ' '{ !n}' f nELP 
'r. . -
-- rt. 
. . ~ · ; ... I f nxx~AE 12 I 
n. f is integrable ~er AE/2,.so fn is also ~nd 
.·· ... ',_ : · .. ··· .. '. . < IA fn dµ +O by the Lebesque Convergence Theorell\ 
. '. . . -~ - ·. \ . C' . 
• '• • • ~ .,~-, I c:. 
. : . .... 
J -,··~~ 
1 
· · ( [ 12 J · page 200). ' ' " 
I • ' 
, I · ·-"*~·,.-- ·~: -~ \i _., -, ,,. 











r. I • . ·~ .. 
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i' . r .· _, -
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i. .·, . I .. 
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· .. ·.· Using Theorem 4.4 again, P ~ ·11 :Iii• s,o P (fnxAE/2 ) +O. 
. _ . . . . For n sufficiently large p (fnXAE/2 ) < E/2, so with 
• --~ 
__ .... c.-~ •• ,_., ~ • ••• • 
~ 
, · .. · -- .. · - . ,~- . P'\-t X 12-) · <- e /2, we have P (fn) < e ~or ·p(f· )+O_ ._ · · .-. _ - n X-A e . n . . 
.. I , . . ' 
.. ·c:, ... : __ -.--~,.-.. -'\· .. , This says for:a.11 {fn},.fnELP sucp that .-·" · 
. •, ., . ....... . .... . . ·:... ' 
.. 
j'fl ~ fl ~ ,f2 >. •·• +o, P (fn)+O •. By Theor('!m,_6.10 ·tJ::ien, · 
:<:, :[, ·.··· 
··.) ... : 
·. f E J.p3: • 
. -,. . 
. ( . . . - ' 
• -,. .>. 
' .. . . .. , 
....... 
tb -, •, 
' 
. ~-, ~ ··-Now:'to prove· the ~onverse, let; (n): xn+x be·- an.-· , 
. , 




. ' . . . 71' ' ' 
_ arbitrary ~ ~exhaustive sequence, and fELP ~ . We must 
··; ,;<·1 , . ';• 
. . . .. 
·', ' . 
. , . :, ... 
. ' b . I •· • 
.. . . . ,· . : · ... •.:. ~ -. ·. 
\·};., show that· f vanishes at infinity., ·· To do. this '"e 
.,._,..·- -·· .. 
. ' 
. -
want to· find the 1proper decompositio_n_ of f, ·· 't·: e. · 
.l ~ • ;---· . • ... ~ • 
"'·· ·~ . . . 
. \. ' '. ' ., -· ., 
t, ~- . 
... . . 
. .· •, f. 
.; . . ,, . 
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{ :· ~ ' - 1· 
·· - , Let fn = I fXx I, then f. e: L~ since~ L~ is an ideal. 
- n n 
. .: i'· . 
r Also fn tlfl so P (If 1-frr>+o on account of fE Lg which 
.. \l . 
{" 
. . 
,_ :-1 ... - '• 
~-. 
·is norm closed. ·F?r some __ index N, we hav~·:1·,·. 
'··. w- • 
' -· \. : 
P(lfl-tn) < E/2. · lfl:-fn has a decomposition since it·.··· 
. 1,•, _-. 
. . . .~ j . \ ~ , . . ·. ·."'.Iii. 
. ·i· 
;....::,,···· ~ ... 
,, ._; · : ·; is in LP. : Let·· l"fl-f: =· g~f" where g, f ~ 0 ·and 
..... · .. -. . . ., -- - . -- n 
. ~ . . . 
. ' 
~ . ·,.,,. f I g 11 1 ,+ II f"ll oo < e::/2,. · This is possible_ because of 
,, .. , '. 
~. 
. -· Theorem 4.4 •. If I = fn +g + f" » and fn and g are both 
. _/~~:.~~ ~ '' . . 
... 
• ·_. I _ ... L l so their sum f' = fn+g is L-1 also. We then have 
. 'l'':•P 
. .i: ..... ;--, . 
', 
,, r- ... -. 
-~, .. ,v.Jiq~ 
. f' :· 
; . 
. ) ... · . 
- . f'' .. 
. . ... ' 




- a decomposition of" f such· that f = f 1+f"- with 
' II f" II co <s/2. Since f' i,~_f':: integrabl~, we must have 
-·;~·. . . . 
ff 1 (x) r <,., e/2 outside some · set of -finite measure A, _._ 
1 
-. and so ·I f(x) I < _e:: :outside A. , a 7f -- , a Since Lp C Lp, f e::Lp . 
-vanishes at .infini1:y. 
_, 
, . 
a . - ... ,r 
_ 6.18 C_oro~lary. If Lp is -~he space of : .. Go~ld, Lp = Lp 
for all p-exhaustive seq~ences (n)·. 
. ,!·"'· 1 - \ •. 
' 
.. 
Proof.- We showed in the proof of Theorem 6.17 that 
-. . - _·· •. "' .. .: I 
all Li functi·ons yanish at infinity. Using the 
a 
. ,-




,- There certainly ex·ist functions in Lp which do 
.- ...... ;. .. ~""- .... - ' _· •.• < 
·: -·-. ' f. .. 'e 
/ ' 
. . . ; \" 
: "1."' • 
. -·...,.,_. .:-i ._--· 
. . 
,- no.,t vanish at infinity,· f(x) = l for instance... We. 
.·~ . 
·. ,.': . , ,~,. ' . 
.· - . ,, .,,_ .. · I 
know then that L~ is a proper subset of Lp •. Also 
'. 
- - ~---,--. 
' ' 
', J 
. ' ~ ·. . 
_•,,.__ -~ .. ..4----. 
·:~L1 is a pr~per subset 'of L-~'!- If-· {E~} ,·is ·a collection, -
• ,· 1 
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- ... ,-.-~~-·-' 
. '. • ,· J 
...... ·, )'' 
··. _/..., ·: • .;:11.··. f, . 
i·· ' • ·.- . -•.. ,-: -~ .~;. :~.. . • .•• 
: . .._ .. 
,r• '' 
! .. ,, . 
"' 
. ~· · .. 
. . . ",, 
;_< 
i 
. ' ,' ' . - . )- ·,.;.. . ' 
I .. , CO· 
- \ -1 ' ', ' ' .· . ' . ' ' 
.! define.= f(x) =· I n · xE '. (x). Surely f{~)-+O as x+~ 
. . 1 n co 
·So· f (x) e_· L~. . ff (x)l't.:= fuE f (x)a"-= I n-l = "' so 
· · · · n · _· I 
· -. ~ · f (x) is not L1 • 
·-·-~ We· would like · a simil.ar · theorem for· our otl1.er 
_ exampl.es, al'.ld in fact this can. be don'e • 
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.... /·~·_ < . .' .. :' .. · 6.19 Theorem •. ·Let LP be· the space of ;Koren·blyum, Krel~, 
. ' ' 
·t,_ '·,:. 
' f 
.... •-. ) .. ( ' 
. . I 
. I ' . 
' ··-: . ' • ' ,'., ' . .}~r--,-......... -, -,l ~~ 
I. 
I 
arid Levi·n~,. · ·Then fe:L~ if and ·only if fe:Lp satisfies 






;~· ' '•·!.,. 
Proof. Let us· p~ove th~ sufficiency fi~st~ We will· 
. - \: - ,, ..... -. '-t,... 
, 
l ~ ;,, • - ..:., ' -
· start with the special case of f.e:Lp such that f(x)=O-.) .. · 
~ ,'_ .. 
I 
on- · some tn terva 1 [ 0, o l-,---- o ~ 1. Surely then 
:·. ?/ .. :·\ ,-~!o·.h-1 JP.1~1 dx~·o. 
•.',c~- .· ., f .-· · ..... ___ - ---o .. · h 
' ' :· ' '/' 
;et I fd ~ f 1 ?. f 2~ •• +Q.,, Then h-1 J fn ·<DC = 0 if' 
I 
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\ ~ I i 
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1,~ , ·, '.· ~--~-; o, and h-l Jh fn dx ~ o-1 J~ fn Sx if h. > o. 










.. ·- :aY .. de·fi:nition p ( fn) _= sU~ {h -,1 J fn dx O <. h ~·-1}, 
.... -?; . P (f~) i O -l Ji fn dx. fe:Lp so f O is integrable over 
[0, l] ·, and sillce fn ~ I £1 by the Lebesque conver~ 
. . ' t' ' ' 
, gence .theore~- JO fn dx .~ O. . But then P (fn) + 0 so~ 
' " 
fe:L~ by Theorem 6-~,--r·o; .°.,. · . . . 
_Now for the general· case, assume only that· f eLP · 
-
' 
·,......... .. ·. _·_ . 
> an'd i,_-l 1:1 f(x) l'+o as h+O. Let rf I ~ fl,'-.~ f2 ••• +o. ' ' ,.: . ' ' ' . .-··! ' ' .· . ~ ' ·'. .. ,,: - :;, . -. -
. ' 
Given E > 0, . there exi·sts h ~ · such that ~ .... 
' ', 
~ } •. f_'_,_ • 
. -·.- -~ 
.- .. -,,;. ." ·cl • 
'I r, , · 
. :...,. -
-~ .~ ·-,. - .. 
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. r· 
~ - .. --··· . . 
: ._.: 
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,· ·.• .. 
....• 
.. - 'lit 
r:: = 
... '· :!, 
. ' ..... . ' '~ ' 
' ·i' 'i 
. ·/ 
. 56· 
-1 h .i •. · : · 
h J ffJ•dx< 0 . e/2 ·'for· 0 < h < :h•. De.fine: · 
-
· f1 = fX[O,h'], f2 = fX(h,',1] SO, f =- fl+f2· Do this · .
in general for fn so fn = f ln + f2n·· 
, I . 
~ P(f1):::: sup (h-1f~ ltJ dx .,O<h~ 1}<e:/2 
. . . -
--... 1~·~ .. ~-,· 
' ' . 
· for all n. , ._. . ·.~ . 
..... ·-~-· --·---· --
,. . ~ . - ·-~,.~_"C"'. ,; 
. . . . 
f 2 is equal to zero on [O,h1 ], so f 2 e:L8' as in the 
. _! 
special case I f2 I ~ f2 1 ~ £22 ••• +O, so p(f2n> + O. '.. ' 
. · 1 _--·.:. · .· Finally if n is larg~. enough, 
. - '. ·-·- ··-.·.L·-. ~-- . ···.--,..,,, .... I .. ,--~. ------- -- •• • ' 
. I 
------------· ---- - ---'---~ 
, . 
"' ..... 
·, .. · _; _ _. 
I 
"' 
... · .. · p(fn) ~ P(f1,n) + P(f2n) ~ e:/2 + e:/2 = e: so 
. I a . --
~--~_._f~E~~Pby Theorem 6.10. -------...... - ·-· I .. 
. a 
.. 
. ·• . . ..... - . -.. ---... ~i .. . - . 
-
• .4 ,, I -
Now for the necessity,·. let us assume that f EL • 
. . p 
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·1_ . n 
I t I ~ 
= ·IO, hnl. and hn +o, fn = · If I xEn will :3atisfy:. 
. . / 
f1 ~ fz ... +o, and theaP(fn)+O • 




· ~ l fin ~· · · .. ., -1 h 
h ·,fff.dx=h-/n 
. n ° .. I-, n o 
·' I • 
'. 






;,,-·., ;,......,.. ...... 
. 
. , . 
- ' . 
···. and since this holds for all sequences hn +O, 
_.-~\) • .:'! .... ,. __ - . 
. ;. . 
. lim 
h'*'O 
-1 . f h I .. ·, " . h · ,; .''• · . ·,f dx = 0 . • 
. .. . - . ' 
. '.., ::'. 
. . ·. 
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6.20 Corollary.· rtf Lp is the space of Korenblyum, Krean, ·· 
... . ,: .. . . 
and Levil1; .. Iff. ~ -Lg for· at leaSt o~e p•exhaustive ' 
" 
sequence . ( 1r ) •· " . 
i:." •.. ·- ' 
. '·. 
-1 . . ; ( . . ' 
Then ·c.1r·l: 
. , . .l 
Pro9f. · Let Xr;.= [n ,l] (or :n :: 2,3,, •.•• 
. . ; e'"~,~~-r,··. .. '" ....... -:.:.:. 
xx .. · e:L8° for all n'by the · .. ·.· · ·.· XntX· is. p -exhaustiv~ and 
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previous theorem. LZ". is the norm· c.losure of the-' 
. ,-· 
smallest: ideal containing all the xx, andL~ is 
· .. n 
a p.9rm-closed ideal, so L~ c· L~ • Since L~ C:. r\LN,. ' 
. . 
7T . . . 
IP.-·~ 1ft .\for this p -exhaustive sequence •.. 
. 
I • • • 
.. · . .., 
·. 
• •• •1 
• • • ... -., \1 
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I • r 
··for · - · 1 a · 1· a .. \ . all n, xXn 'r IJ5 , because of Theorem 6 0 19 so Lp.. -...... · --~ 
is 
.-1·.' l ·.-' 
. . . 
. 1T 




. . ·-· a 
Finally, we note that xx is in LP, but not in Lp 
. - -1 h . . a · · · j 
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We -are now in a position to discuss the chief r 
< • 
result of this section. In chapter II we mentioned - .. 
I • 
that for our example·s, --~· wis ,a Banach spa.ca •. We 
• I 
may have mappings of Banach spaces into other 
Ba~ach spaces. 1 If the mapping ··is linear, it is 
. - . 
....... 
·, 
. - ..... 
... . 
I • 
,· ~ . - -
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· called a 1-inear ·· functional. - .............. ·--·-·--··--·-------.--Let a·be· such ·a linear ---- -1 .• f 
• -.c,·• ' ' ,f,- functional, and suppos~· 11 G(f) 11 · ~ M_) I ff I, fpr some -1:-:-
,, . -~ .. -- ' 
·' 
. ·I . ~ ...... 
. -':' 
•• ' •. . ·r . 
... 
. . 
. - -_:: ... <~=·_:.. ____ . -
.•.. ,'. , .. ,, 
., constant· .M ·for" all f ··in ·the Bcthach space. o··_· .. ·:ts then·· .. 
• ••. ··t 
. I 
'. _. --···--.. -·'-· ... 
·I 
. . ... • 
. :.!'. ~-I :·1-···~~ 
said to be bounded~ . We call the smallest M for 
\\ 
\ 
·· · · which ·this holds the 11 norm" of G and write 
I I 
'.' ~ I._. •. ' 
.· :, ·. 
...... 
·.· 11 GI 1 ·· = sup 11 G( f) 11 where the supremum is over all ·' 
\ •-• ·_. · __.·-·.. • · , -.. · · f " I I f I I " 
~ .. · ... f .. except those for which I I ti ii- = o·. It can be shown.· 
..... 
1.-·:(" . that" the ltnorm." of G is ~,eally a norm and the· space . . ~- { 
\ . . . . . . . • . I. . 
... ;. ' 
• I 
. 1._·1---
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·. · o.f.., all bounded, linear 
I • 
function.a ls. is ~a ·Banac_h .. space 
. itself ~/'f 1.2 l page 161 0 ' .. This space is called the. 
I .~-:~·---. .- . ·:s . ' . <> 
dual of the Banach space·wi-tich is~apped by~ the 
.. 
I '' .-· _' functionals.·. 
1Now, ·What _does this have to. do with our LP· 
•- ...... ,.:_ .. :; - . 
, · ~
1
- spac~s. · Lp is a Baria.ch space (for our special :cases,'· 
_·r . . Y ... :__ . , 
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. p . p . / ' . - ' ... 
I . 
cases of our examples.. i.ie can do this by use of a . 
----···---··--····--···---····· .. --·result in the theory of Riesz. spaces. -.. ~~.-- ·-·- -- ~·- ~- -· - - -.• ( .. ' 
.·· . :' , , .: . -.. : " . ·f f . 
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In the same way that v1e obtained the dual (of a 
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L _having a Riesz norm,. • A .linear functional F on 
L is called p -bounded .if there exists a constant 
_ MJ ~ 0 such that I F(f) f ~ MP (f) for all fe;L. · The 
.1 
sma1~1est M satisfying this ·relation is cal-led the 
e -bound of F •. We ·1e_t P *(F) = inf ,M. We have as 
... , .... 
for the as~oci.at~· space' before, 
)' 
p(f) ~ ·1).· 
. '• 
:~ .·· ,. · ~.\· p * will be ~:·,_norm on the set L* o~ all p-bounded .. ; 
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linear functionals on L~ and L* will be a Banach. 
. space ( the dual o'f L). · 
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·m~nts ~re equivalent. 
f} 
. • La---· = L'.IT 
- ,,.l.. . for at least one p-exhaustive sequence rn) 
. :. 
ii. (La_):.~_= L~ (algebraically and isometr~cally) 
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. :l . 
This· needs some interpretation~ We fhave never 
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L,r is d~fined exa·ctly as L~ • in our _ defined. L,r. 
. special cases"·, e,xcept the ·p -exhaustive sequence _( 1r) 
.,. r . ,_ . .,.,. 
is a more general sequen.ce. ~Et,.important thing is. 
I 
that L,r reduces to ~ for ·the cases -v1e a.re interested 
in~ La is an ideal in L, so is itself a Riesz space· -. 
,,!., 
'SO it has· a dual (La)')~ •.. The equali,ty in ii. means 
-~ that the spaces·· are ·.equ~valent' in the sense th~t 
one can be:mapl'.)ed one, to one onto the other by a 
c.o.ntinuous mapp_ing which has a continuous inverse 
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~nd preserv?:s norms., 
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____ be __ an arbitrary p -exhaustive sequence. ..we can define.----~~ 
I . ~ 
a non-negativ~ set .. function F(E) = G(xE) for all • • I 
' 
µ -measurable sets E cx1 • Let {En} be a colle·ctio~ 
' . 
· of disjoint subsets contained in x1 • F((J En)· = 
G;(xVE ) = G(lx1:0 ) = JG(xE ) = IF(E ) , so F is count-
n ~n . . n . n 
ably additive. Also if µ(E) = O, XE= ·o a.e. so 
- / 
. G(~E) = 0 or F(E) = O. We see that F has all the 
• .t" . ·o- ·-e. 
.. 
. .. . . /. 
requirements of a measure on x1 and is .absolutely ~· 
· continuous wit:h respect t·o µ. We may therefore 
... _apply the Radon-Nikodym Theor'em, I 1.2 ] . :page 208 •. 
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This says that there exists a function g µ-integrable: 
in x1 such that F(E) = JE i, dµ for all µ-measurable' 
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. E c:x1 .• - · We can give'. the same ax-gument .tor ~11 the 
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_ --_,;'. _ _:_ . -'_··.... . .. Xn, so that F( E;) = f E 6 . / . <:iµ for any JJ~m.easurable E 
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~ =. J hg dµ - - - ------- - ---~ -- - - -- ___ ,. - -• by the Lebesque· ·convergence· 
Theorem. If h is not non-negative, write h=h+-h- ·· 
and combine the· result for h+ and h~. -
We must show also that g£Lp 1 • Let f£Lp and 
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. define fn{x) = lf(x)l/sgn g(x) if XEXn and (f(x) < n. 
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Sur~ ly · p 1 ( g) < co ~ so ,·gE Lp 1 • · 
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